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Italy’s Euro football triumph on Sunday was loudly celebrated on the Italophile French Riviera, where the world’s premier festival has been
blessed by a bevy of movies from the peninsula, signalling a ...
At Cannes Film Festival too, Italy is every bit the winner
Governments could use dubbing to censor ideas they didn't like or insert messages in line with their propaganda.
The political history of dubbing in films
Contemporary Italian Filmmaking is an innovative critique of Italian filmmaking in the aftermath of World War II - as it moves beyond
traditional categories ...
Contemporary Italian Filmmaking: Strategies of Subversion: Pirandello, Fellini, Scola, and the Directors of the New Generation
Our daughter Elena, who graduated from A.C. Jones High School in 1994, credits her classes in journalism, photojournalism and English
there for providing basic skills for her upcoming research in ...
JHS education prepares graduate for abroad study of film
If we can’t make the revolution on the streets … we can make it in cinema, sending a message, spreading our vision of the world.” ...
A New Generation Is Remaking Iraqi Cinema
They always say write the book that you want to read,” Brad Weismann says. “I was looking for a reference book that covered the whole
history of the horror film, and I found that there wasn’t one. … I ...
Reading cinema
The Seoul Cinema - the largest and oldest stand-alone, independent theater in South Korea will close after losing to chain-theaters and
streaming industries.
A Sad Day in South Korea | The Seoul Cinema Will Close after 42 Years of Operation
The History of a Legend from 1936 to the Present Hardcover by Massimo Condolo A true icon of Italian lifestyle, the 500 was actually s ...
Fiat 500: The History of a Legend from 1936 to the Present Hardcover by Massimo Condolo
Italian auteur Gianni Amelio (“Open Doors”) will shoot a biopic of Italian poet, playwright and director Aldo Braibanti, who was jailed in 1968
due to a Fascist-era anti-gay law. The Match ...
Gianni Amelio Shooting Biopic of Italian Poet Jailed Due to Fascist-Era Homophobic Law, Match Factory Selling (EXCLUSIVE)
Lionsgate has acquired the vast majority of the Spyglass Media Group’s feature film library of approximately 200 titles and formed a strategic
content partnership, the two companies ...
Lionsgate Takes 20% Of Spyglass Media, Most Of Its 200-Title Library In Broad Strategic Partnership Including First Look Television Deal
With both bonafide classics and quirkier cult gems, this list should help you find some self-isolation entertainment gold.
18 of the best movies of the 1990s to test your home cinema
The FEFF is the largest festival in Europe specializing in Asian Cinema and is a contributor to the commercial distribution of Asian films
across European and Italian markets ... a lot of movie ...
Diverse Filipino stories told at Italian film fest
A Historical Encyclopedia of Prejudice and Persecution,’ which ‘has sort of become the first stop for anyone wanting to study the history of
antisemitism.’ ...
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UIC Prof. Richard S. Levy, one of the foremost experts on the history of antisemitism, dead at 81
Raffaella Carrà, an Italian singer, dancer and television personality who attained superstardom in her native country as well as in Spain and
Latin America, tantalizing and sometimes scandalizing her ...
Raffaella Carrà, Italian superstar of music and television, dies at 78
But if you wanted to really live it up and be out until two dancing and reliving a great time in your life, you could do that, too.” Modest Proposal
plays with Mod Fun and DJ Skate at Pearl Street ...
One of DC’s Great Lost Bands Makes a Comeback
“Zola” is very possibly the first feature film adapted from a Twitter thread Riley Keough talks about her new film, ‘Zola’ NEW YORK -- It’s
not easy to put a finger on Janicza Bravo’s ...
In ‘Zola,’ Janicza Bravo’s cinema of ‘life at high volume’
Eli Roth, director of "Hostel" and "Cabin Fever," says his documentary "Fin" is the scariest film he's ever made. The film is streaming on
Discovery+.
'Scariest film I've ever made': Eli Roth exposes real horror in Shark Week documentary 'Fin'
As far as sticking the landing goes? 'A Classic Horror Story' isn't even as graceful as the gymnast in Final Destination 5—spoiler alert, it ain’t
pretty.
'A Classic Horror Story' Review: Doesn't go down in history
That sparked wild scenes as the Swiss celebrated winning their first knock-out tie in their tournament history and a first ... After their 3-0
defeat to Italy in their second group match, under ...
France vs Switzerland heroics worthy of a Robert De Niro film, Yann Sommer jokes
This modest documentary revisits the brief, almost-forgotten history of “Zamrock ... in the 2010s found a new audience, including Italian filmmaker Gio Arlotta, who consequently undertook ...
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